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Highlights

Free-Form Deformation Digital Image Correlation (FFD-DIC): a non-invasive

spline regularization for arbitrary finite element measurements.

M. Chapelier, R. Bouclier, J.-C. Passieux

• A free-form-deformation-based regularization is proposed for general FE measurement

in DIC.

• An arbitrary FE mesh is embedded into a B-spline box and the corresponding FE dof

are related to the control variables attached to the box.

• The method can be interpreted as a projection onto a reduced, more regular, basis

and is non-invasive w.r.t. FEM.

• A specific care is taken to handle conditioning problems and a careful additional pro-

jection onto local directions is performed for robustness in the full 3D case.

• The performance of the method is demonstrated over real images for FE displacement

and shape measurements in DIC and stereo-DIC.
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Abstract

Regularizing Finite-Element Digital Image Correlation (FE-DIC) problems is essential when

using fine meshes, for instance to get a direct bridge with simulation tools or in view of per-

forming data assimilation. Shape optimization brings comparable concerns so it is proposed

to draw inspiration from this field of research. In this respect, a new general spline-based

non-invasive regularization scheme is proposed, based on the Free-Form Deformation (FFD)

concept that offers the opportunity to decouple the design space from that of the actual

geometry to be updated. The main idea is to embed the input FE mesh, with any element

type or size, into a simple cuboid B-spline box and to relate the nodal FE dof of the mea-

sured field to another more regular field discretized by the box. The regularization length

is thus directly driven by the box refinement. A specific care is taken to handle possible

conditioning problems caused by non-influential control points. From a practical point of

view, the method can be interpreted as a projection on a reduced basis; therefore, it results

in a regularized but conventional FE measured field which can be simply computed from a

standard FE-DIC code. The developed scheme is applied for FE displacement measurement

using DIC and for mesh-based measurement in stereo-DIC. For the latter, a novel procedure

based on additional projections over local directions complements the FFD method for full

efficiency. The performance of the strategy is assessed on real images coming from various

experimental tests and comparisons are made with other published techniques to prove its



effectiveness.

Keywords: optimization, image registration, mesh-based shape measurement,

stereo-correlation, multilevel B-splines, reduced-order modeling.

1. Introduction

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) denotes in the field of experimental solid mechanics

what is also referred to as image registration in the computer vision and applied mathematics

communities. DIC has become one of the most commonly used techniques to obtain full-

field measurements on structures, because of its simplicity (it is non-contact and makes

use of multipurpose reusable hardware) and its modularity (no intrinsic physical scale).

Depending on the imaging devices, it is possible to derive 2D surface, 3D surface, or even

3D volume displacement fields by taking pictures of a structure at different loading states and

solving an inverse problem. The associated method can be classified as 2D-DIC (or simply

DIC) [44, 70, 69, 26, 20, 77], stereo-DIC [71, 23, 15, 56, 2] and Digital Volume Correlation

(DVC) [4, 41, 24], respectively. In the case of stereo-DIC, a similar set up allows to measure

the shape of a 3D mechanical surface [5, 16, 56, 13], which is actually a fundamental step

prior to any experiment for 3D surface displacement field measurements. The general DIC

approach finds numerous applications in engineering: material characterization, geometry

control, defect identification, model validation, etc.

Among multiple variants of the method, Finite-Element (FE) mesh-based techniques

(also named global- or FE-DIC) [69, 6, 26, 20, 77, 56, 52] have widely spread because of

their ability to be directly coupled with simulation software in view of performing data

assimilation [54, 59, 47]. The measured field is indeed sought in the space generated by

the FE functions associated to the FE mesh that is used for computational mechanics.

Consequently, FE meshes are generally quite fine to accurately capture the solution over

structures of potentially complex geometries. In this paper, such meshes that are designed
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for accurate simulation results will be referred to as analysis-suitable meshes. When directly

used to describe the kinematic measured field in DIC, they usually lead to ill-posed problems

since the meshes contain too many degrees of freedom (dof) to optimize compared to the data

provided by the experimental instrumentation (camera resolution, speckle pattern resolution,

etc). Such a problematic is even more exacerbated in case of mesh-based shape measurement

since the shape of the specimen is generally rather smooth and regular, and thus should

require less dof than the corresponding simulated displacement field which may comprise

important gradients [13]. To tackle this issue in FE-DIC, the common practice consists in

resorting to what is referred to as the Tikhonov regularization technique in the field, i.e.

to add a specific term to the initial DIC objective function that penalizes the L2-norm of

the gradient of each component of the measured field [50, 56, 16]. Yet, this treatment may

create important artefacts, especially when the kinematic transformation involves global

rotations [13].

Shape optimization brings comparable concerns so it is proposed to draw inspiration

from this field of research to improve the general area of DIC. Indeed, dealing with a large

number of dof causes unrealistic geometries, and therefore the use of FE dof as design

variables is usually combined with the use of smoothing filters [40, 21, 7, 29]. Another

classic approach, sometimes referred to as CAD-based approach, consists in considering a

CAD model, i.e. made of spline functions (typically B-splines or NURBS [12, 55]), to define

the design variables [10, 49, 75, 37, 36]. The spline functions are obviously well suited for

shape optimization since they have been built for geometric modeling in CAD and computer

graphics; they are of higher regularity and thus imply few dof (mainly associated to the

control point positions of the spline entities) to describe a geometry and, more importantly,

a geometry update.

Taking the reasoning even further, the spline technology actually provides a natural

regularization framework for general optimization problems since it allows to look for the

solution in a more regular approximation subspace. In this respect, some work has been per-

formed to regularize DIC problems using B-spline and NURBS functions. First, the ability

of B-spline functions to accurately measure displacement fields along with their derivatives
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in 2D-DIC was established [11, 18, 38]. Then, B-spline functions were also used for smooth

3D shape measurements [5, 16] before being investigated for real 3D surface displacement

measurements [15] in the context of stereo-DIC. From a global point of view, all these meth-

ods are similar to FE-DIC, but instead of using FE basis functions, they consider B-spline

functions to describe the specimen geometry, the sought measured fields, and hence to com-

pute all the operators needed for the resolution. As a result, besides the effort to implement

spline functions in the DIC framework, the user ends up with an experimental displacement

field that is not directly comparable with the output provided by most of today’s simulation

tools, which was the core interest of global approaches in DIC. An attempt to keep fields

defined on FE meshes while taking advantage of the increased smoothness of B-Spline and

NURBS functions has more recently been performed for shape measurements in [13]. The

purpose was to make use of the explicit (Bézier-based) link from Lagrange nodal polyno-

mials to spline functions [9, 66, 73] to project the initial FE shape measurement problem

onto a smoother spline one. This technique is interesting since it allows to measure a 3D

spline shape while using a standard FE-DIC software in a non-invasive way; however, it is

restricted to input FE meshes of which approximation subspaces include the initial CAD

space. In practice, this means that the FE mesh needs to be at least quadratic and even

made of elements exhibiting a tensor product structure, which is usually not the case for any

arbitrary analysis-suitable mesh. Another issue with all the previously mentioned strategies

is the construction of the input proper boundary-fitted spline parametrization of the spec-

imen geometry from CAD data, which is not a trivial task as demonstrated by the recent

developments in isogeometric analysis [46, 72]. Here, we place ourselves from the experi-

mental mechanics engineer point of view who needs to perform a relevant field measurement

starting from a given FE mesh coming from a simulation software. In other words, the

objective is to develop a new non-invasive regularization scheme that can be applied to any

FE mesh, regardless of the element size, type or spatial density.

In order to do so, we propose in this paper to make use of the Free-Form Deformation

(FFD) concept that was first introduced by Sederberg and Parry [67] in the field of computer

graphics and later applied in engineering fields, in particular for the aerodynamic design of
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structures [1, 17, 34, 39, 29, 35, 45] or to more general shape optimization problems [8,

27], to make structures fit given data points in mechanical and biomedical engineering [3,

63, 64], and for non-rigid image registration in medical imaging [62, 78, 76, 68, 33]. The

FFD approach consists in embedding an object – respectively, a CAD geometric model in

computer graphics, a mechanical structure in shape optimization or in data fitting, or an

image in medical imaging – into a morphing box (usually made of splines). Any deformation

inside the morphing box is then only described by the deformation of the morphing box

itself. In this respect, note that what is classified as the FFD approach in medical imaging

is actually very similar to the direct spline DIC method discussed previously [18, 38] in the

sense that both techniques seek to find a spline displacement field that matches different

images. In contrast, we have to consider in this study, as embedded object, a mechanical

structure that is described by its analysis-suitable FE mesh. Thus our situation is closer to

what is encountered in FFD shape optimization [34, 45, 8] in terms of definition of the design

space. The FFD concept offers the opportunity to decouple the design space from that of

the actual geometry to be updated. As a result, even if the geometry is not regular (e.g., C0

across elements in case of a FE mesh), the deformation of the geometry can be considered of

increased smoothness so as to regularize the corresponding optimization problem. The key

idea here is just to link each FE nodal dof of the field of interest to another, more regular field

discretized by the morphing box. As such, the initial structure of the FE mesh is kept during

the whole process and we end up with a conventional measured FE field. Furthermore, the

method is non-invasive with respect to a standard FE code (classic quadrature rules, element

connectivities, etc). The strategy can ultimately be interpreted as a projection on a reduced,

smooth basis and actually consists in a generalization of the technique introduced in [13].

Indeed, any FE mesh can be embedded in a morphing box and thus any FE field dof can be

controlled by the deformation of the morphing box.

The presented work is organized as follows: after this introduction, section 2 dwells on

theoretical and numerical aspects of the proposed FFD scheme. The adopted choices and

innovative treatments with respect to the general field of FFD to build the morphing box and

to relate the FE field of interest to the deformation of the box are clearly accounted for and
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highlighted. In particular, we consider a simple cuboid spline box and thus need to develop

a specific strategy to handle conditioning problems caused by non-influential control points.

In addition, we provide an original point of view on the developed FFD method and discuss

its connection with other existing techniques, namely projection methods [58, 73, 13, 19] and

fictitious domain approaches [57, 43, 65, 25]. Then, our FFD method is applied in section 3

to regularize 2D-DIC for FE displacement field measurements. Note as of now that the

extension to DVC could be straightforwardly performed. The minimization problem and the

associated resolution are detailed before the performances of the method are demonstrated

on real images taken to observe the bending of a 2D beam. Then, section 4 is devoted to

the delicate problem of FE mesh shape measurement. Innovative developments based on

additional projections over local directions are performed to adapt to complex geometries.

The results coming from real images of a twisted plate and of a spherical cap are given to

assess the methodology. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in section 5.

2. Free-Form Deformation projection

As most of the works dealing with FFD, we use B-spline functions to create the morphing

box. NURBS functions could also be considered [76]. Yet the B-spline technology is the

easiest and most encountered one and appears sufficient for the applications carried out in

this work. The analysis-suitable FE mesh will thus be controlled by a simple embedding

B-spline box deformation. One can already see that this method is of great interest when

the structure geometry is complex, described by a fine and possibly unstructured FE mesh,

since the box geometry can be chosen very simply and with a number of dof adapted to the

deformation to describe. First, some general and useful properties of B-spline functions are

given in this section. Then, the creation of the morphing box is outlined, before the link

between the deformation of the FE mesh and the one of the morphing box is properly derived.

Finally, some insights regarding the implementation are given along with a discussion on

good practices to avoid bad conditioning.
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2.1. B-splines: basics

B-spline functions are commonly used in CAD. These piecewise polynomial functions

are smooth and thus few dof are needed to generate a representative geometry thanks to

these functions. The B-spline technology is now relatively well-known in the computational

mechanics community, in particular with the advent of isogeometric analysis [31, 14]. Only

the fundamentals are given here. For further details, the interested reader is referred to the

works cited hereafter.

Univariate B-spline functions are defined in a 1D parametric domain, which is divided

into elements (or knot spans) thanks to knots. Some knots can be repeated in order to lower

the regularity of the functions at these knots. In this article, for the sake of simplicity, the

parametric domain will be an interval I = [0, L], where L is directly chosen as characteristic

length in the physical space, and the knot-vector will be open (first and last knot of the

interval are repeated p + 1 times, p being the functions degree) and uniform (the intervals

delimited by two successive knots are of same length and no other knots than those on the

edges are repeated). The domain delimitated by the first and the last knot is called a patch.

Simple geometries can be modeled with a single patch, which will be our case in this work

where the generation of a single box will be sufficient. From the knots, univariate B-spline

functions are defined recursively depending on their degree, and efficiently computed thanks

to the Cox-de Boor algorithm [12, 55]. Multivariate B-splines, dimension of which is greater

than 1, are simply constructed with a tensor product of univariate B-splines.

A δ-dimensional structure S living in a D-dimensional space is then defined as:

S : I ⊂ Rδ −→ RD

ξ 7−→ S(ξ) = X =
nIG∑
i=1

Ni(ξ)P i ,
(1)

where ξ is a parameter living in I the parametric domain, and (Ni)i=1..nIG
are the pth-

degree δ-variate spline functions associated to the nIG control points (P i)i=1..nIG
that have

D coordinates in the physical space. X is the image of ξ in the physical domain. The

structure S thus created is composed of a one-patch spline geometry. Note that D > δ. A

matrix form is straightforward for each dimension k of the physical domain:
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Sk(ξ) = Xk = N(ξ)TPk , ∀k ∈ 1..D , (2)

where the ith component of vector N(ξ), i.e. {N(ξ)}i, is equal to Ni(ξ), Xk is the kth

coordinate of X and Pk is a vector such that {Pk}i = P ik
.

B-spline objects are very smooth. Indeed, they are (p−m)-continuous at knots of multiplicity

m. To keep a reasonable support size for the functions and thus allow to describe local

variations of the field of interest, we choose a low degree (p = 2 in this article). Nevertheless,

in order to achieve maximum regularization, we take interior knots of multiplicity m = 1.

Therefore, B-splines quantities are C1-continuous in this paper.

Another major advantage of B-spline functions is their refinement procedures. In par-

ticular, it is possible to add any number of knots with a simple algorithm and make this

refinement keep the geometry unchanged. This refinement procedure, called knot insertion,

can be explicitly written as a matrix link C
ref

between the B-spline functions of the coarse

geometry Scoarse and the B-spline functions of the fine geometry Sfine. Prescribing the non-

modification of the geometry, the same matrix also allows to link the position of the control

points of the coarse geometry with those of the fine geometry. More precisely, the relations

read:

N(ξ)
coarse

= C
ref

N(ξ)
fine

, (3)

Pkfine = CT

ref
Pkcoarse . (4)

This advantage allows using a simple and flexible multilevel approach, which has been ini-

tially developed for shape optimization (see, e.g., [48, 37, 36, 28]) and then adapted to

multiscale DIC initialization procedures in [13]. Such a multilevel approach will be used in

this article that also undertakes to solve some sort of optimization problems (see sections 3

and 4). It consists in first creating a coarse mesh to get the principal solution field features

at the first iterations of the optimization process. It is then refined to capture the higher

frequency part of the solution field. B-spline functions can also be order-elevated while still

keeping the same geometry (degree-elevation process). This process will not be used in the
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multilevel approach here since we only use quadratic B-splines. More information about

knot insertion and degree elevation, as well as further details about spline functions can be

found, for instance, in [55, 42, 14].

2.2. Creating the morphing box

In the rest of the article, the morphing box geometry was chosen to be a one-patch B-

spline δ-orthotope entity, i.e. a rectangle if δ = 2 or a rectangular parallelepiped if δ = 3.

The choice of δ will depend on the structure geometry, and we have δ 6 D (see Fig. 1 that

will be further explained in the following). These geometries are particularly easy to create

because the parametric domain I can be chosen so that the mapping from I to the physical

domain is the identity function [64]. This is what is performed in this work, and one of the

reasons that led us to use B-splines rather than NURBS. However, the defect with such a

simple geometric modeling is that some morphing box control points may not have an in-

fluence on the embedded FE mesh because they are too far from the latter, in other words,

because the support of the corresponding basis function does not, or only slightly, intersect

the FE mesh. This issue, which is expected to lead to ill-conditioning, will be addressed in

section 2.5. To circumvent the problematic, most of other works preferred morphing boxes

that are closer to the structure, but therefore have a mapping that is not the identity func-

tion [1, 17, 34, 45]. In this case, a step is needed to determine the position of the embedded

geometry in the parametric domain of the box (inversion of a possibly non-linear mapping).

The dimensions of the morphing box are defined by the embedded structure geometry so that

it is tangent to some parts of the structure (see Fig. 1 (left) for illustration). To construct

the morphing box, a simple one-element B-spline box is first created and then, automatic

refinement procedures are used to get to the desired degree and number of elements in each

dimension. The morphing box is finally deformed by modifying the control points locations

(P i)i in the physical domain of dimension D (see Fig. 1 (right)). In the following, the link

between the deformation of the morphing box and that of the embedded FE mesh will be

explained.
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2.3. Linking the deformation of the FE mesh to that of the morphing box

The FE mesh deformation is completely driven by the morphing box deformation. As

stated previously, the morphing box is defined with B-splines and thus verifies Eq. (1). Let

us denote by nFFD the number of control points of the morphing box. In this article, we

recall that the embedded structure is described by a FE mesh:

M(x) =

nFE∑
j=1

Lj(x) XFE
j , (5)

where nFE is the number of FE nodes and Lj(x) is the FE basis function associated to the

jth FE node. This node location is denoted XFE
j and has D coordinates in the physical

domain. For our application, the considered FE mesh is of dimension d = 2, which means

that we only work with surface elements. Note, however, that the method easily applies in

the case of a volume mesh (simple extension of Fig. 1e).

The FE structure (5) thus needs to be deformed according to the deformation of the

morphing box, or more precisely according to the displacement of its control points. A first

way of doing so would be to take every physical point in the FE mesh M(x), to find its

equivalent in the morphing box parametric domain (here, we recall that we have an identity

mapping, so ξ =M(x) directly), and to compute the B-spline functions at these points:

S ◦M(x) =

nFFD∑
i=1

Ni(M(x)) P i , (6)

and thus for any other field of interest U(x) living in the structure:

U(x) =

nFFD∑
i=1

Ni(M(x)) Ũ i , (7)

with Ũ i the value of the field of interest at the ith control point of the morphing box. This

approach is very similar to the standard practice in the fictitious domain community where

a mechanical domain with complex geometry is not meshed but embedded in a grid used for

field representation, while the immersed geometry is accurately captured by means of specific

quadrature rules for cut grid elements (see, e.g., [57, 43, 65, 25]) However, for our purposes,

this method appears to be complex (sophisticated quadrature rules, specific treatment to
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counterbalance the ill-conditioning of the resulting system), and, more importantly, is highly

invasive w.r.t. standard FE so we decided to use another approach.

The aim of our work concerning data assimilation is to keep for the field description a FE

mesh coming from the analysis so that a direct comparison between the measured field and

a FE simulated field is possible. To this end, we apply the morphing box deformation (i.e.

composition (6)) only to the nodes of the FE mesh (i.e. pointwise):

M(x) =

nFE∑
j=1

Lj(x)

nFFD∑
i=1

Ni(ξ
FE

j
) P i , (8)

that we can write in a matrix form for each component in each dimension (using notations

of Eq. (2)):

Mk(x) = L(x)T CT

FFD
Pk , (9)

where C
FFD

is a (nFFD × nFE) matrix such that
[
C
FFD

]
ij

= Ni(ξ
FE

j
), and (ξFE

j
)j=1..nFE

is

equal to the initial position of the FE nodes (as a consequence of the identity mapping).

The same applies to any field of interest U(x) =
∑nFE

j=1 Lj(x)U j, where U j is the value of

the field at the jth FE node. Indeed, since this field is defined at the nodes of the FE mesh,

the FE nodes value can be controlled by the control variables (Ũ i)i=1..nFFD
attached to the

morphing box, similarly to (8):

U(x) =

nFE∑
j=1

Lj(x)

nFFD∑
i=1

Ni(ξ
FE

j
)Ũ i . (10)

For each component in each dimension, the above relation reads in matrix form:

Uk(x) = L(x)T CT

FFD
Ũk . (11)

It results in a conventional FE field, but where the dof are controlled by the morphing box.

This approach can thus be seen as a kind of discretization of the (pure) fictitious domain

approach (6)-(7). Unlike the latter, it has the strong interest of being non-invasive w.r.t.

a standard FE code in the sense that classic FE quadrature rules can be applied and the

element connectivities remain the same. This also enables to straightforwardly reconstruct
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the mesh after deformation (see again Fig. 1 for illustration). The non-invasive aspect of

the method will be further accounted for in next section. Note finally that if the FE mesh

is infinitely fine, the present approach is equivalent to the fictitious domain approach.

At this point, we can see that this work is a generalization of what has been proposed in

[13]. Indeed, it encompasses the approach in [13] and offers more possibilities. As pointed

out in [8], in general, a CAD patch can be seen as a morphing box. Indeed, Eq. (8) can

read:

M(x) =

nFFD∑
i=1

(
nFE∑
j=1

Lj(x) Ni(ξ
FE

j
)

)
P i . (12)

In the case where the morphing box fits to the CAD geometry (without it being necessarily

a rectangle, and in the general case where the identity mapping is not ensured), and when

lower-regular lines created by knots coincide with FE element edges, a B-spline function can

be expressed as a linear combination of Lagrange polynomials of same degree ([66, 73]) as

follows:

Ni(x) =

nFE∑
j=1

Lj(x) Ni(ξ
FE

j
) , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., nFFD} , (13)

or, in matrix form,

N(ξ) = C
FFD

L(x) , (14)

where C
FFD

becomes the Lagrange extraction operator here.

The main advantage of the general FFD approach in this work is that any FE mesh can be

embedded in an FFD morphing box, while in [13], the FE space needed to include the CAD

space. The FE mesh can now be made of low-order elements, triangles and quadrangles,

and can be refined, either globally or locally, allowing for instance the integration of small

geometry features (holes, etc) and accurate representation of the solution close to these areas.

All information is described by the control points, thus only the morphing box refinement

level matters for problem solving.

Remark. For a geometry that is initially a plane, we choose the morphing box to be a

bivariate patch (δ = 2), and the geometry can then be deformed in a space of dimension

D = 3 (see Figs. 1c and 1d). The geometry thus obtained is not a plane anymore. One
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(a) Initial FE mesh and control points of the morphing

box. d = 2, δ = 2, D = 2.

(b) Deformed FE mesh resulting from some control

points displacement.

(c) Initial FE mesh and control points of the morphing

box. d = 2, δ = 2, D = 3.

(d) Deformed FE mesh resulting from some control

points displacement.

(e) Initial FE mesh and control points of the morphing

box. d = 2, δ = 3, D = 3.

(f) Deformed FE mesh resulting from some control

points displacement.

Figure 1: Deformation of a FE mesh using FFD. The blue dots are the control points of the morphing box.

Moving these points (yellow dots, images on the right) results in a displacement of the FE mesh nodes. d

is the topology of the FE elements (1: wire, 2: surface, 3: volume), δ is the dimension of the patch for the

morphing box parametric domain, and D is the dimension of the physical domain. Note that the

generalization to d = 3, δ = 3 and D = 3 is straightforward (in this case, the surface hemisphere at the

bottom just has to be viewed as a volume hemisphere).
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could wonder whether a non-planar surface FE mesh, which could however be described

using B-splines, could be embedded in a bivariate patch (δ = 2) with a 3D mapping. If

the B-spline description is known, it is possible to do so but that means the mapping is no

longer the identity function (see section 2.2). In our work, in this case, we will rather create

a trivariate patch (δ = 3) morphing box (see Figs. 1e and 1f).

2.4. Implementation: projection over the morphing box

The implementation of the FFD method mainly consists in implementing the matrix

C
FFD

as described in (9). As we have seen, this matrix makes the link between the FE nodes

position and the morphing box control points position (for each component k ∈ {1, .., D}),

such that Xk
FE = CT

FFD
Pk, or for any field defined at the FE nodes, Uk = CT

FFD
Ũk.

The (nFE × nFFD) CT

FFD
matrix can be seen as a collection of modes, each mode being

a column of the matrix [39]. For instance, if the field of interest is a displacement field, each

of these modes is the displacement of all FE nodes caused by a unitary displacement of a

control point. This collection of modes is a basis for a vector subspace of the vector space

generated by the FE functions. We use this basis for model reduction in sections 3 and 4

where equations of the following form, emanating from the FE discretization of variational

formulations, appear:

Find U ∈ RDnFE such that H U = B , (15)

where H comes from a positive symmetric bilinear form and B comes from a linear form.

U will either gather FE displacement or FE shape correction dof in this article.

Let Ctot

FFD
be the (DnFFD × DnFE) matrix that links all components of U (vector of

size DnFE) and Ũ (vector of size DnFFD). It can be easily computed with C
FFD

and a

kronecker product, and it satisfies:

U = Ctot

FFD

T
Ũ . (16)

In accordance with the Ritz-Galerkin method, the reduced-order problem thus writes:

Find Ũ ∈ RDnFFD such that Ctot

FFD
H Ctot

FFD

T
Ũ = Ctot

FFD
B. (17)
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Ũ is then back converted in terms of FE dof using (16). At this stage, the non-invasiveness

feature of the method clearly appears: it does not require any modifications in how H and B

are computed from a standard FE code. Similarly to [13], the developed method consists of

nothing more than projecting the (expected ill-posed) FE problem onto a more regular vector

subspace made of spline functions. In this sense the proposed approach may also be related

to other current reduced order techniques encountered in the broad field of DIC (which

will constitute our application, see sections 3 and 4). In particular, one can mention [58]

where Williams’ modes are used to predict crack propagation, and [19] where free vibrations

modes are used to quantify the shape defects of machined surfaces. Here, we enforce less

pronounced a priori knowledge so as to be able to regularize a large range of FE optimization

problems: we only prescribe some regularity of the reduced basis by resorting to the family

of B-spline functions. An associated interest is that it leads to a projection matrix that is

very sparse. Indeed, B-spline functions have local supports and for a patch of parametric

dimension δ and of degree p, the maximum number of non-zero functions at a given point ξ

is (p+ 1)δ. It means that for each column of C
FFD

, only (p+ 1)δ values or less are non-zero

values.

2.5. Conditioning concerns

As in any immersed-like method, it may be necessary to make some corrections before

getting a proper basis into C
FFD

. Indeed, in some cases, especially when the morphing box

is very finely discretized, some control points may not have an influence on the embedded

FE mesh, because no FE node intersects its associated B-spline support. In other words, if

∀j,Ni(ξ
FE

j
) = 0, then P i is non-influential (see Fig. 2). The basis is therefore corrected by

removing the columns that are full of zeros in CT

FFD
, i.e. removing the non-influential control

points. The obtained basis might still not be optimal, since some control points can have

very little influence on the FE mesh, even though it is not strictly zero. It has consequences

on the Ctot

FFD
H Ctot

FFD

T
condition number as will be seen in section 4.5. For that reason,

we decided to use a criterion on the influence of a control point (through its corresponding

function) derived from criteria that are used by the fictitious domain community [65, 74, 60].
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Figure 2: Non-influential points in a 2D structure with a hole.

FE structure of size 60× 50 with hole of diameter 28. Nodes: 503. Elements: 884. Element type: T3.

Morphing box degree: 2, 2. Morphing box elements: 11× 11.

The idea is to see what proportion of a function support actually overlaps with the embedded

structure. When the structure and the morphing box are of same dimension (d = δ), we

propose the following criterion for a control point P i:

Qi =

∫
MNi(ξ)dξ∫
I
Ni(ξ)dξ

, (18)

where Qi is the influence of the control point P i. However, when the structure and the

morphing box are of different dimensions (d 6= δ), as in section 4.5 and Figs. 1c and 1d

where d = 2 and δ = 3, we need to define an equivalent surface from the integral along the

volume, by raising it to the power d/δ. Our criterion is thus enhanced as follows:

Qi =

∫
MNi(ξ)dξ(∫
I
Ni(ξ)dξ

)d/δ . (19)

This criterion could be directly coupled with the choice of a threshold to remove control

points that do not have enough influence on the FE geometry. In section 4.5, we chose to
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use this criterion to only sort the points by increasing influence and then we removed the

minimum of points so as to lower the Ctot

FFD
H Ctot

FFD

T
condition number below a chosen value.

Finally, note that for the sake of simplicity, we numerically compute Qi as:

Qi =

∑
j Ni(ξj)(∫

I
Ni(ξ)dξ

)d/δ . (20)

The numerator is not exactly an integral (at least a mean element size is needed to get an

integral approximation), but with FE elements sizes that are comparable with one another,

as is the case in this article, this criterion allows to compare control points influences. The

interest is that the numerator is also easily accessible because it is the sum of coefficients in

the ith line of C
FFD

. This sum is zero for non-influential control points, as explained above.

Moreover, considering the value of B-spline functions Ni at the nodes of the FE mesh makes

sense, because they are the only points of the mesh that exactly follow the deformation of

the morphing box. For instance, in the case where δ = 2 and D = 3 (see Figs. 1c and 1d),

Gauss points are not a priori in the morphing box, due to tessellation. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first time that such a treatment is applied in the general field of FFD.

3. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)

As a first application of our FFD approach, we investigate the measurement of FE

displacement fields carried out by Digital Image Correlation (DIC). As mentioned in the

introduction, spline functions have shown their potential for regularization in the broad

field of image registration (see, e.g., [33, 68] related to the biomedical area and [18, 38, 15]

in the experimental solid mechanics community). Unlike these works, we aim here at taking

advantage of spline properties, while obtaining as an output a FE displacement field which

deeply simplifies the communication with a simulation software in view of performing data

assimilation. A first approach in this direction was proposed in [13]. Here we extend this

work to any FE mesh, regardless of the element size or type. The developed technique is

particularly adapted for mechanical solutions over complex geometries that necessitate very

fine FE meshes, thereby making the corresponding inverse DIC problems highly ill-posed.
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3.1. Mesh-based DIC

Measuring a displacement field with DIC requires taking pictures of a specimen before

and after deformation. The specimen is covered with a black and white speckle in order to

correlate the images of the deformed and reference state. More precisely, we seek to measure

at the surface of the specimen the displacement field u(x) related to any pixel position x of

the region of interest Ωs in the reference image. The gray level conservation at each pixel

states [30]:

∀x ∈ Ωs, f(x) = g(x+ u(x)) , (21)

with f the reference stage image and g the deformed state image. This equality cannot

generally be satisfied (due to noise, brightness, speckle choice, gray level quantization...).

Thus the problem is classically reformulated as the minimization of a least-square functional:

u? = arg min
u∈(L2(Ωs))D

Fu(u(x)) with Fu(u(x)) =
1

2

∫
Ωs

[f(x)− g(x+ u(x))]2dx . (22)

The problem can be discretized using a FE basis (leading to so-called FE-DIC [69, 6, 20,

77, 52]), which means that the displacement field is constructed thanks to standard nodal

Lagrange polynomial functions: u(x) = L(x)TU . In this expression, L(x) is written as a

matrix to handle all physical dimensions at once. In the case of 2D-DIC, we have D = d = 2

(see Figs. 1a and 1b). Note however that the developed FFD-based methodology could

be straightforwardly applied to DVC [41, 24]. These functions are linked to a FE mesh

that we suppose to have a priori. It usually comes from FE simulations to then faster

the dialog between measured and simulated fields for data assimulation in experimental

mechanics [54, 59, 47]. We recall that the proposed FFD approach does not impose any

constraint on the FE mesh construction (see section 2).

The FE-DIC problem writes:

U? = arg min
U∈RDnFE

Fu(L(x)TU) . (23)
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This problem is solved using a modified Gauss-Newton algorithm [53]. An initialization of

the displacement U0 at each dof is chosen (see discussion at the end of the section), and at

each iteration k, a correction δUk is sought so that Uk = Uk−1 + δUk. The descent direction

δUk is the solution of the following linear system:

Hu δU
k = Bu

k with


Hu =

∫
Ωs

L(x) ∇f(x) ∇f(x)TL(x)Tdx

Bu
k =

∫
Ωs

L(x) ∇f(x)
[
f(x)− g

(
x+ L(x)T Uk−1

)]
dx

, (24)

where ∇f(x) is the gradient of image f evaluated at position x. A brightness correction is

applied at the element level so that the graylevel values in each element have the same mean

and standard deviation [13]. In case of a too fine mesh compared to the data provided by

the experimental instrumentation, the FE-DIC problem (23) is highly ill-posed. As a strong

regularization, we apply the FFD projection strategy described in section 2. More precisely,

we seek the displacement field in the reduced basis coming from a morphing box; that is, we

express the unknown field as in (11) which leads to modify, at each iteration, system (24)

by the one given in (17).

For the initialization, we use a multiscale approach, inspired from [13], which combines

coarse graining techniques used in DIC and multilevel properties of splines. Coarse graining

[61, 56] is a well-known tool in DIC to avoid local minima when solving the problem. It con-

sists in aggregating pixels in the images f and g to create images with lower resolution, and

consider them to run the DIC algorithm first. The solution is then used as an initialization

of the DIC problem on the well-resolved images. This process can be repeated several times

(see Fig. 3). In our approach, since splines can be refined automatically and efficiently, it

is interesting to couple the morphing box refinement with the coarse graining procedure.

Indeed, when the images resolution is low, we need a spline box with few elements to regu-

larize the corresponding coarse DIC problem. More precisely, at each scale i, the final coarse

spline dof Ũ
n

scale i is back converted in terms of FE dof Un
scale i following (16), and then taken

as the initialisation for the finer scale i− 1: Un
scale i = U0

scale i−1 (see Fig. 3).

The multilevel properties of B-splines avoid computing the FFD matrix at each scale.

Only the computation of Ctot

FFDscale 0
at the finest scale, namely scale 0, as described in
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section 2.3, is needed. Then, from Eq. (4) applied to the spline dof of interest Ũ , we get

that Ũ scale i = Ctot

ref i,i+1

T
Ũ scale i+1. At a given scale s, the FFD matrix thus writes:

Ctot

FFDscale s
= Ctot

ref s−1,s
... Ctot

ref 1,2
Ctot

ref 0,1
Ctot

FFDscale 0
. (25)

In the end, the resolution of the regularized DIC problem at each scale simply consists in

modifying system (24) by the one given in (17) with Ctot

FFD
replaced by Ctot

FFDscale s
.

Figure 3: Example of a multiscale approach. At scale 0, the images f and g are used with their initial

resolution, and a number of spline elements is chosen for the FFD morphing box. For each scale, the pixels

in f and g are aggregated by 22×scale, and similarly, the number of spline elements is reduced to achieve a

sufficient regularization level. The number of scales can be chosen freely, but the images must still contain

enough graylevel gradient.

3.2. 2D digital image correlation: Bending of a beam

In order to validate our method for mesh-based DIC, we applied it on a bending beam.

A 2D simply supported horizontal aluminium beam receives vertical loads on two points (see

Fig. 4a). The displacement field is then measured on a 1006× 5500-pixel region of interest.

The chosen FE mesh is a structured quadrangular mesh (20 × 110 4-node elements) but

could be any mesh. Each FE node can move along the two planar directions. A 3-scale

initialization is chosen, which means that the pixels of images f and g are aggregated 8 by

8 at the coarsest scale. This initialisation was carried out using FFD regularization with a

single 2-dimensional quadratic patch of 1× 1, 2× 2 and 4× 4 spline elements at scale 3, 2

and 1 respectively.
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The deformed configuration eventually obtained at scale 0 is shown in Fig. 4b. The

final displacement field was computed with the proposed FFD regularization technique with

8 × 8 spline elements. We compared our results with two classical solutions obtained with

the same initialization, only changing the way of solving the problem at scale 0: (i) what

is commonly called Tikhonov regularization in the field of DIC [50, 16, 56] and (ii) no reg-

ularization. Tikhonov regularization consists here in a penalization of the L2-norm of the

gradient of each component of the displacement field. In this case, the penalization coef-

ficient was chosen so as to obtain a characteristic regularization length comparable to the

smallest regularization length that we get with the FFD regularization at scale 0. The small-

est FFD regularization length is set along y because the FFD spline elements are smaller in

that direction. This choice comes from the fact that the variations of the sought displace-

ment field are known to be greater along y. The FFD characteristic regularization length

in that direction is thus 2 times the size of the spline elements in the y direction. In order

to set the Tikhonov penalization coefficient, the procedure described in [41] was followed,

with the choice of a reference displacement field in the form of a plane wave. Note here that

defining a physical regularization length is straightforward with the FFD method, whereas

additional computations are required for its estimation with the Tikhonov regularization.

(a) Experimental set-up. Yellow arrows and blue triangles

represent respectively applied loads in the y direction and

points where the beam is simply supported.

(b) Gray and blue meshes represent respectively the

undeformed FE mesh and its deformed configuration after

running DIC with our FFD regularization. Amplification

factor: ×30.

Figure 4: Experimental application: bending beam.

The FFD regularization shows great potential for reducing the noise impact on the result.
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Figure 5: Zoom on defects that are not part of the displacement field. The black mesh results from the

unregularized problem, the red mesh is obtained using Tikhonov regularization, and the blue mesh shows

the deformed configuration with FFD regularization. The dotted circle shows the impact on the results of

dust on the camera, which affects the black and red meshes. The solid circle shows artefacts inherent to

the standard Tikhonov regularization.

The obtained displacement field with FFD regularization is consistent and very smooth, as

shown in Fig. 5. Two harmful effects can be reported with the standard alternatives to

solve the problem (see the region within the dotted and solid circles in Fig. 5). The dotted

circle indicates the impact of dust on the camera. A speck of dust creates a small black

spot in the images, and that spot remains stationary relatively to the images. Thus it does

not follow the displacement of the specimen. This explains why a node of the FE mesh has

a smaller displacement than its neighbors when no regularization is applied (black mesh).

Tikhonov regularization (red mesh) smooths this impact, and the chosen FFD regularization

(blue mesh) completely removes the problem. The solid circle shows Tikhonov defects on the

curved edges of the specimen. Indeed, it reduces a part of the rotations that is relevant, which

creates artefacts on the edges. This harmful effect of the standard Tikhonov regularization

has already been underlined in [13] for the specific case of mesh-based shape measurement.

The differences between FFD regularization, Tikhonov regularization and no regulariza-

tion are all more noticeable when displaying the strain field, since the impact of noise tends

to be increased when taking a derivative. Fig. 6 shows the strain fields obtained with no

regularization, Tikhonov regularization, FFD regularization and an idealized analytical so-

lution obtained with a standard beam model and simple boundary conditions. Clearly, using

no regularization gives noisy results (see Figs. 6a to 6c). Color scales have been adjusted in
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(a) No regularization, εxx (b) No regularization, εyy (c) No regularization, εxy

(d) Tikhonov regularization, εxx (e) Tikhonov regularization, εyy (f) Tikhonov regularization, εxy

(g) FFD regularization, εxx (h) FFD regularization, εyy (i) FFD regularization, εxy

(j) Analytical solution, εxx (k) Analytical solution, εyy (l) Analytical solution, εxy

Figure 6: Comparison of our regularization method (third line, FFD regularization) with the results

obtained with no regularization (first line), with Tikhonov regularization (second line) and with an

idealized beam solution (fourth line) for the measured strain coming from DIC on the bending beam

shown at figure 4a. The beam for the analytical solution is longer because it represents the whole beam

while the other figures only represent the region of interest. The impact of dust has been circled.

order to see the relevant components of the strain field. The edges of the region of interest

and the region where there is the dust spot are undergoing unrealistic off-scale values. For

example, the top right corner of the region of interest has values of εyy up to 1.3e− 2, that

is 10 times higher than expected. Tikhonov regularization reduces the impact of the noise,

makes the edges much less erratic and smooths the impact of dust on the result. However, as

pointed out in Fig. 5, the rotations of the edges are dampened, and that leads to measuring

some spurious shear (see near to the top and bottom boundaries of the region of interest

in Fig. 6f in comparison to the reference in Fig. 6l). The FFD regularization gives smooth

results thanks to the projection of the DIC problem onto a smaller, more regular, spline

basis. It gives satisfying results compared to the idealized analytical solution. This appears

totally relevant since the aim of the experiment was to measure a global displacement field,

in accordance with Saint Venant’s principle.
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Remark. Here we used FFD regularization for the initialization in each case (process illus-

trated in Fig. 3). Note that in case another regularization technique is chosen to compute an

initialization U0
scale 0 (such as Tikhonov regularization as is often done in the field [50, 16, 56]),

a projection is needed before starting the developed FFD-DIC resolution process at scale 0.

Indeed, when performing an optimization, it is essential to start with the initialization in the

research space. In other words, we have to make sure that the initialization performed is not

adding features that cannot be modified in the FFD subspace. In this case, the projection of

Un
scale1 consists in finding Ũ

0

scale0 that minimizes the L2-error
∥∥∥Un

scale1 − Ctot

FFD

T
Ũ

0

scale0

∥∥∥2

. The

resulting FE field used for initialization is finally U0
scale0 = Ctot

FFD

T
Ũ

0

scale0.

4. Shape measurement

Spline-based regularization is particularly well adapted when the measured field is ex-

pected to be smooth [16]. It is the case when measuring a shape before performing 3D

displacement field measurement. This shape measurement procedure is indispensable before

performing any experiment.

4.1. Mesh-based shape measurement

Mesh-based shape measurement consists in correcting the theoretical geometry of a struc-

ture using its FE mesh by analyzing several pictures of the structure taken from different

points of view. These corrections are needed because the real geometry may slightly differ

from the nominal geometry, due to machining imperfections or to the experimental set-up

that can induce small deformations. This mismatch between the idealized CAD and the

actual specimen shape may be detrimental to the displacement measurement.

Without lack of generality, we consider two images f0 and f1 given by two cameras. Each

camera is modelled by a mapping Πc from the physical space R3 to the image in pixels [71]:

Πc : Ωs ⊂ R3 −→ R2

x 7−→ xc = Πc(x)
. (26)

Such models depend on intrinsic parameters (such as focal length, image center, hori-

zontal/vertical aspect ratio, skew and distortion parameters), determined via a photogram-
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metric calibration phase using targets [22], and extrinsic parameters (camera position and

orientation in the physical space), found during a first calibration procedure that will not

be detailed here.

The goal of shape measurement is to find a geometry correction field s(x) such that

the projection of a physical point x + s(x) of the structure has the same graylevel on both

images. The problem thus writes:

s? = arg min
s∈(L2(Ωs))D

Fs (s(x)) with Fs (s(x)) =

∫
Ωs

r2 (s(x)) dx (27)

with r the graylevel residual field:

r (s(x)) = [f0 ◦ Π0 (x+ s(x))− f1 ◦ Π1 (x+ s(x))] . (28)

As for DIC (see section 3), we discretized the problem using a FE basis and solved it

with a modified Gauss-Newton algorithm. An initialization of the shape correction at each

degree of freedom S0 is set (often at zero since the discrepancy between theoretical and

actual shape is usually small) and the shape correction at each iteration, δSk such that

Sk = Sk−1 + δSk, is computed by solving the following linear system:

Hk

s
δSk = Bk

s

with


Hk

s
=

∫
Ωs

L(x)
(
Jk

Π0

T ∇f0
k − Jk

Π1

T ∇f1
k
)(

Jk
Π0

T ∇f0
k − Jk

Π1

T ∇f1
k
)T

L(x)Tdx

Bk
s =

∫
Ωs

L(x)
(
Jk

Π0

T ∇f0
k − Jk

Π1

T ∇f1
k
)
r
(
L(x)TSk−1

)
dx

,
(29)

where Jk
Πc

T
is the jacobian matrix of the mapping Πc defined at eq. (26), with respect to

x, calculated at the physical point x + L(x)TSk−1, and ∇fck = ∇fc ◦ Πc

(
x+ L(x)Sk−1

)
defines the gradient of the graylevel image.

Similarly to previous section, the matrix Hk

s
and the vector Bk

s can be computed by any

pre-existing FE-SDIC software. We regularize the problem by projecting it on the smoother

FFD space thanks to the matrix Ctot

FFD
:

Ctot

FFD
Hk

s
Ctot

FFD

T
δS̃

k
= Ctot

FFD
Bk
s (30)
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It must be stated that, with such a projection on a regular sub-space, the obtained

shape correction field is required to be smooth but, depending on the initial FE mesh, the

measured shape may not be regular.

The multiscale approach as described in Fig. 3 is also used for shape measurement.

4.2. Generalization to more cameras

In section 4.5, we measure a shape from more than two angles. In this case, each pair of

cameras has to be considered. Hence, with Ncam cameras, the problem becomes:

s? = arg min
s∈L2(Ωs)

Ncam∑
i=1

Ncam∑
j=i+1

∫
Ωs

Vi(x)Vj(x) r2
ij (s(x)) dx , (31)

with Vc(x) a mask associated to camera c, such that Vc(x) = 1 if a point on the FE model

x is correctly seen by the camera c and Vc(x) = 0 otherwise. Indeed, with 3D structures, a

given camera may not see the whole region of interest at once (see section 4.5). Moreover,

when measuring the shape from several points of view, two cameras are very unlikely to

have equal visible structure parts. For that reason, the contribution of a pair of cameras is

restricted to the intersection of visible regions of each camera. Vi(x)Vj(x) is thus a mask

associated to the pair of cameras i and j. rij is similar to r defined above:

rij (s(x)) =
[
fi ◦ Πi (x+ s(x))− fj ◦ Πj (x+ s(x))

]
. (32)

Consequently, the computation of the matrix Hk

s
and the vector Bk

s involves a sum of all

pairs contribution. Note that for many pairs of cameras, Vi(x)Vj(x) = 0, ∀x, because both

cameras see different regions of the structure. This significantly reduces the number of terms

in the double sum.

Practically speaking, Vc is defined for each FE element. Obviously, elements which

outward normal unit vector ne is pointing to the background are not visible. As a result,

the value of Vc is set to 0 for any FE elements that meet the criterion Zc · ne < 0, where

−Zc is the unit direction the camera c is looking at.

We also did not consider surfaces that are seen too inclined by the camera, because the

speckle pattern is not accurately captured due to a too small pixel size to structure surface
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ratio. When this criterion is below a given threshold εn, the element e is considered not

correctly visible for the camera c, and Vc(x) = 0 on this element. In other terms:

Vc(x) =

 1 if Zc · ne(x) > εn ,

0 otherwise.
(33)

Note here that the greater we choose the threshold εn, the more elements are ’correctly’

seen by each camera, and the more cameras see a given element. The minimum number of

cameras that are needed for shape measurement is thus defined by this threshold, since each

FE element should be seen by at least two cameras for the FE problem to be solvable.

Note also that all elements are not seen by the same number of cameras (zones that are

seen by a given camera overlap), which means some dof have more weight than others by

construction of Hk

s
. We decided to normalize each element contribution by the number of

pairs of cameras that can see it, such that no dof is predominant in the minimization of

the functional. For other purposes, it could be useful not to normalize, for example if some

parts of the structure are more interesting than others and have more cameras pointing at

them.

4.3. FFD projection of the shape measurement problem

So far shape correction consists in moving nodes (or control points) in the 3 dimensions

of space. However, moving a node/control point in the direction tangent to the surface

does not change the geometry and thus makes the shape measurement problem ill-posed.

To avoid mesh distortion or elements overlapping and to improve the spectral properties of

the Hessian, the shape correction is sought in one single direction, usually the normal to

the surface [56]. As such, we end up with a scalar problem, namely, with only one dof per

node. In FFD-based 3D shape optimization, the usual practice consists in proceeding in two

successive steps: (i) first the 3D FE optimization problem is projected onto the 3D Spline

shape functions, then (ii) the control points are constrained to move in one direction only.

Defining a direction vector field at the FFD control points is not completely satisfactory

in our context because of the multiscale process. The direction field variation must be

constant throughout the scales so that the final results do not depend on the minimization
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Examples of normal fields defined on the FE mesh.

algorithm. This condition implies that the direction field must be included in the coarsest

FFD approximation sub-space. This constraint may be restrictive especially when dealing

with complex geometries.

In the spirit of the approach developed from the finite element mesh point of view, we

propose to define a local normal direction field n defined at the nodes of the FE mesh and

along which the nodes will be moved to update the geometry. It means we look for a shape

correction written S = Rn Sn, where Sn contains dofs in the chosen direction and Rn is

the corresponding extraction DnFE × nFE matrix gathering the components of unit normal

vectors n at each node, nFE being the number of FE nodes as introduced in (5). The 3D

FE optimization problem is then first projected according to this normal field so that the

operator and right-hand side become Rn
T Hk

s
Rn and Rn

T Bk
s , respectively. Hence, the

FE shape correction field becomes a scalar problem (one dof per node). Only then is this

scalar problem projected onto the FFD space, which means we look for a shape correction

Sn = C
FFD

S̃n. The FFD projected problem eventually writes:

C
FFD

Rn
T Hk

s
Rn C

T

FFD
δS̃z = C

FFD
Rn

T Bk
s . (34)

The corresponding dofs S̃n do no longer correspond to displacements of the control

points, but to magnitudes of the correction along the FE nodes normals. This choice makes

it possible to keep a normal which is constant throughout the scales but not constrained

by the coarsest length scale. The method is general, since the normals can be defined in

many different ways, see Fig. 7: for instance a field of local normals (nodes by nodes) (Fig.

7(b)), a field of non-local normals taking into account the geometry of the neighborhood

(Fig. 7(a)) or even user-defined normals (Fig. 7(c)).

To the best of our knowledge, such an approach is original in the general field of FFD,
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since in our work the direction of the correction is defined on the FE mesh and only the

magnitude of the correction field is defined by the FFD control points.

4.4. Twisted plate with a hole

We applied the proposed regularization method to the shape measurement of a set or

real images already studied in [13]. It consists in a steel open-hole tensile specimen of size

180×50×2 mm with a 28-mm diameter. A speckle pattern was laser printed over a layer of

uniform white paint. 8 bits 2452× 2052 digital images were obtained thanks to two 5 Mpx

CCD cameras and 50 mm lenses. Cameras were positioned with a 25◦ stereo-angle, which

represents a good compromise between in-plane and out-of-plane uncertainties [2, 32]. The

specimen was clamped in an electro-mechanical tensile testing machine. A misalignment of

2 or 3◦ of the jaws twisted the specimen.

In this example, the initial FE mesh is flat. Consequently, a bivariate patch is chosen

for the morphing box. Since the outer shape of the structure is a rectangle, we choose a

FFD morphing box that coincides with the structure on the edges. The high resolution of

our images allows to use 4 scales for the shape measurement problem resolution. We chose

to start at the coarsest scale with a 1-element FFD morphing box, and then subdivide each

spline element into 4 elements at each finer scale, so that the finest scale has a 64-element

FFD morphing box.

The problem to solve is the one given in equation (34). In the case of an initial flat

configuration, the obvious choice for n at each FE node is the normal to the surface, which

is the same direction for all nodes. In this special case where all nodes can be corrected

in the same direction, it is possible to see the correction as a displacement of the FFD

control points along that same direction, which made the visualization of the deformed FFD

morphing box possible on Fig. 8.

The results are shown Fig. 8. As expected, we observe very smooth results with the FFD

regularization, because we benefit from the regularity of spline functions and the very low

number of dof in the regularized problem. The coarsest scale already gives satisfying results

and finer scales slightly improve this shape correction field. Results are in good agreement
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(a) Uz field, scale 3. (b) FE mesh, scale 3. (c) FFD morphing box, scale 3.

(d) Uz field, scale 2. (e) FE mesh, scale 2. (f) FFD morphing box, scale 2.

(g) Uz field, scale 1. (h) FE mesh, scale 1. (i) FFD morphing box, scale 1.

(j) Uz field, scale 0. (k) FE mesh, scale 0. (l) FFD morphing box, scale 0.

(m) Uz field, subset-DIC. (n) Subset-DIC measurement. (o) Color scale: displacement in mm.

Figure 8: Experimental application: Twisted plate with a hole. We compare the shape measured with our

method using a 3-scale initialization with the shape measured thanks to the industrial software VIC.
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with the shape correction field obtained with subset DIC method. Here, VIC 3D software

was used.

On the right, Fig. 8 shows the shape correction field expressed in each point of the

FFD morphing box, using 2nd-degree B-spline functions. Higher values in the center can

be noticed at the finest scale. This feature results from the too little influence that control

points inside the center hole have on the FE mesh. It can be interpreted as a fictitious

extension of the shape correction field outside the region of interest, i.e. outside the FE

mesh, that inevitably exists when the mesh does not occupy the whole morphing box. It

does not have a physical meaning, but it does not affect the solution if the problem is not

ill-conditioned. For this example, it does not negatively impact the results.

An advantage of this method compared to a standard CAD-based method as in [13]

is the absence of C0 lines that appear when creating a boundary-fitted patch. The FFD

regularization is a generalization of the CAD-based regularization proposed in [13], where

we eliminated the need for an analysis-suitable boundary-fitted spline mesh. As a result,

the FFD regularization can be applied to any geometry. Another advantage coming from

the fact that the FE mesh does not have to derive from a spline mesh is that any type of

FE element can be chosen, and not only 9-node quadrilaterals, that are not implemented in

all FE softwares. The next example illustrates a case on an initially non-planar geometry.

4.5. Spherical cap

The proposed FFD approach offers great possibilities to regularize shape measurement

on complex 3D shapes. In this section, we apply this method to a spherical cap (see Fig.

9). The initial mesh for the spherical cap is 35.45 mm large and 77.10 mm high. This FE

mesh was constructed as a part of a sphere with a 38.686-mm radius.

A set of 14 images of size 2560× 2048-pixels was taken, including 11 from different sides

of the spherical cap (Fig. 9a), with view points placed all over the structure, and 3 from

above (Fig. 9b), with different view angles. On the images, on the ”correctly visible” part

of the sphere, one pixel represents approximately 0.125mm. Because each camera cannot

correctly see the whole region of interest, we applied the mask Vc defined in (33) with an εn
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(a) Image taken from the side. (b) Image taken from above.

(c) In red, visible mesh for the camera that

took the above picture.

(d) In blue, visible mesh for the camera

that took the above picture.

(e) In black, elements that are considered

for the fonctional term associated to the

pair of cameras presented above.

Figure 9: Spherical cap, chosen FE mesh (in yellow), and visible parts of the mesh for 2 of the 14 cameras

(in red, blue and black).
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value of 0.6. Examples of the elements that are correctly seen by a given camera are shown

Figs. 9c and 9d, and an example of the elements that are correctly seen by a pair of cameras

is given Fig. 9e.

We used a total of three scales, with three image resolutions from 640×512 to 2560×2048

pixels using coarse graining and three refinements for the morphing box from 1×1×1 element

to 4 × 4 × 4 elements. 2nd-degree B-splines were chosen. As explained previously, the FE-

mesh number of elements and connectivity remain unchanged. A 6571-element triangular

FE mesh with first-degree FE basis is used, shown in Fig. 9. For numerical integration, we

use Gauss points that are uniformly distributed on the sphere, so that there is at least one

Gauss point per pixel.

As explained in section 4.3, the correction is sought along a normal direction. In this

example, the surface normal vectors at each FE node are computed as the mean of outward-

pointing normal vectors ne of the adjacent elements, which is a good approximation of the

normal direction at the FE node for regular shapes with fine FE meshes. It is important

to note here that unlike in the previous example, S̃n cannot be seen as a displacement of

the morphing box control points. S̃n depicts a scalar field inside the morphing box that is

the magnitude of the shape correction, and the direction of this correction is only defined

at the FE nodes. The same scalar field applied to a different structure would not result in

the same shape correction field.

The spherical cap is a surface FE mesh (d = 2) embedded in a trivariate patch (δ = 3).

As explained in section 2.5, some morphing box control points may not have – or may not

have enough – influence on the FE mesh. Therefore, we used the criterion Qi defined in (20)

to determine the influence of each control point, and considered the condition number of

C
FFD

Rn
T Hk

s
Rn C

T

FFD
as described in section 2.5 to spot the less influential control points

that make this condition number greater than 108. We then removed the corresponding lines

of C
FFD

as follows:

• 1 removed line over 27 for scale 2
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• 1 removed line over 64 for scale 1

• 37 removed lines over 216 for scale 0 (see Fig. 10)

Figure 10: FE mesh embedded in the FFD morphing box at the finest scale, with 4× 4× 4 spline elements.

The dots are the control points of the morphing box. The red dots are the 37 control points that do not

have enough influence, and the blue dots are the remaining dofs.

We obtained the results shown in Fig. 11. More precisely, Fig. 11d shows the results

with no regularization at scale 0. One-element-wavelength noise appears in this case, with

unrealistic values at some FE nodes. We observe in Figs. 11a, 11b and 11c that the FFD

regularization successfully smooths the shape correction field.

All tested image sets give similar results. The correction on the top of the spherical cap

is small, but the size of the spherical cap base seems to be initially underestimated (about

0.27 mm on the base radius). This result is validated by a shape measurement with the

laser scanner Handyscan developed by Creaform3D. The points measured by the laser scan

describe a sphere, and the radius of the least-square best fitting sphere on the laser scan

data points is slightly greater than the radius used for our initial FE mesh. The correction

we measure on Fig. 11 is schematized on Fig. 12.

The laser scan measured points best fitting sphere has a radius of 38.885 mm. We also

calculated the least-square best fitting sphere to our measured shape (showed Fig. 11a) by

considering the Gauss points, which are the points where graylevel is measured to correct

the shape in the modified Gauss-Newton procedure. This sphere has a radius of 38.873 mm,

which corresponds to a 0.03% error on the radius if we take the laser measure as a reference.
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(a) Results with a first set of 14 images. (b) Results with a second similar set of 14 images.

(c) Results with all 50 images. (d) Results with a first set of 14 images, no

regularization at scale 0.

(e) Color scale for the shape correction along the

outer-pointing normal (in mm).

Figure 11: Shape measurement on the spherical cap. The spherical cap is seen from below.

Figure 12: Measured shape correction schematization.
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We also compared the sphericity defects of the FFD-measured shape and the laser-measured

shape. For each gaussian point M i (resp. measured point for the laser scan), we defined this

sphericity defect as d(M i, O) − R with O the center of the least-square best-fitting sphere

and R its radius. We obtained the mean and standard deviation values given table 1, which

shows that our method gives a correct measure of the shape.

DIC with FFD regularization laser scan

LS radius 38.87 mm 38.89 mm

Mean of

sphericity defects
2.126 e-5 mm -1.720 e-7 mm

Standard deviation of

sphericity defects
0.02934 mm 0.02760 mm

Table 1: Comparison of sphere shape measurement with our method and with the laser scan.

Another shape measurement was carried out with a initial finite element mesh whose

geometry is taken a little further from the actual shape.The initial FE mesh has the same

center as the previous initial FE mesh, but its radius is decreased by 1 mm, so this spherical

cap is a part of a 37.686-mm radius sphere. Figure 13 shows the results after the modified

Gauss-Newton minimization. FFD regularization allows finding the right correction, with

a 1-mm correction on all the spherical cap and the expected additional 0.27-mm correction

near the base of the structure (see Fig. 13b). Without regularization, some FE nodes fail

to measure the shape correctly and even take unrealistic correction values.

These results show the capacity of the multiscale FFD regularization to be applied,

not only to 2D initial FE meshes, but meshes of any dimension, and with any type of FE

elements. Using splines helps obtaining smooth, more realistic shapes, and the proposed

regularization method appears robust to initialisation compared to a result without regu-

larization (see Fig. 13).
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(a) No regularization at scale 0. (b) FFD regularization at scale 0.

(c) Color scale for the shape correction along the

outer-pointing normal.

Figure 13: Spherical cap, initialization with a radius that is 1 mm smaller than in the first experience.

5. Conclusions

A non-invasive FFD-based regularization method has been proposed for general full-field

measurement in experimental solid mechanics. FE meshes that are used in FE-DIC for easy

comparison with simulation results are usually very fine and thus contain too many dof

compared to the available amount of data, which makes the corresponding inverse problems

highly ill-posed. Embedding the mesh into a cuboid spline morphing box, similarly as in

shape optimization for instance [34, 45, 8], offered a way of decoupling the design space from

that of the input FE mesh. Indeed, each nodal FE dof of the measured field is controlled by

a spline field that is defined over much less control points. In other words, the deformation

of the FE mesh follows the smooth spline deformation of the morphing box. This regular-

ization method showed competitive advantages in the experimental mechanics community

compared to other published methods. First, the regularization length directly derives from

the morphing box refinement, which can easily be set to a desired value thanks to the multi-

level properties of B-splines. Then, it can be adapted to any kind of measured field, without

any a priori physical knowledge. In this paper, applications to a displacement field mea-

surement and to shape measurements have been shown. Moreover, the FFD regularization

method released the constraints imposed by a CAD-based method, which are the need of
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an input boundary-fitted spline mesh and, in case it is made non-invasive from standard FE

following [13], of an input FE mesh that has to encompass a spline parametrization. Indeed,

the proposed FFD regularization allows to deal with any structure topology and any FE

elements type or size. The choice of the FE mesh is independent of the FFD regularization

method. The method can also be applied to structures and fields of any dimension, as has

been shown in the three given examples with 2D and 3D fields.

Formally, the FFD regularization can be seen as a discretization of a fictitious domain

approach [65, 74, 60]. Consequently, it has similar problems to address, as the handling of

conditioning problems caused by non-influential control points over the region of interest,

which led us to the definition of a criterion to quantify the influence of a control variable.

For this purpose, we extended the criteria emanating from the current practice in fictitious

domain methods to be adapted to the discretized aspect of our method and to the possible

dimension differences between the studied FE-meshed structure and the morphing box. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a treatment is applied in the

general field of FFD.

From a practical point of view, the proposed FFD regularization method can be seen

as the projection of the DIC problem, which is originally solved in a FE space, onto a

reduced, smoother space. We gave the matrix form of the projection from the FE space

to the spline-controlled space. Its computation is easy and it has the advantage of being

sparse. This explicit projection matrix allows the use of a standard FE-DIC software in a

non-invasive way, which makes this method easily applicable. For shape measurement, we

proposed a novel double projection approach to avoid undesired tangential corrections and

help the algorithm convergence. In this case, the morphing box controls a scalar field, and

the correction direction is defined at the FE nodes and freely chosen, thus widening the

range of possible corrections.

We illustrated our method with the analysis of real images coming from three different

experiments. The first one consisted in measuring a 2D displacement field on a planar

bending beam. A comparison with the standard Tikhonov regularization showed the high

potential of the FFD method to strongly regularize without adding artefacts on the resulting
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measured field. The second example validated the hybridation of a 3D shape measurement

problem with a bivariate FFD morphing box. The superiority of the proposed method over

standard CAD-based method was highlighted. The last example showed the capacity of the

FFD method to be applied for the shape measurement of a more complex 3D geometry.

Results of a quality comparable to that of a laser scanner were presented. The robustness

to initialization was also demonstrated.

The developed method proved its efficiency for the measurement of relatively regular

fields and shapes. It may be easily applied to less regular shapes and extended to less regular

fields by defining C0 lines in the FFD patch, or by creating a multi-patch FFD morphing

box with potentially C−1 lines between them, which could be adapted to measuring the

propagation of cracks [58]. Hierarchical splines [38, 74] could also be used to allow local

refinement, which would be particularly adapted to multiscale DIC experiment [51].
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